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This new wave of Ross Harper’s music is drawing attention
from some big names such as Markus Schulz, Dave The
Drummer, Mattias Fridell, Audio Injection, Luke Creed,
Concrete Djz and Patrick DSP to name a few. Under his old
DJ Ross The Red moniker Ross also saw support from none
other than the legendary Laurent Garnier for his “Walking In
the Clouds” remix. So with such high level support an
interesting question is what inspires these projects? It is
really a journey of discovery, a searching for the perfect
musical structure that must be built. It is a longing really, an
obsession, a deep desire and hunger that can only be
fulfilled in an exploration of new sound. Like satisfaction
can only be found in that creation space. Sharing it takes
second place, while image is way down the line in order of
priorities. Progress is being made on this journey but it has
only really just begun.

Simplicity (Original Mix)
The Original Mix is the clearest and lightest of the lot. It allows the listener immediate insight into the various
components and doesn’t have the same “upfront and intense” vibes of the Dub versions. The mastering too reflects
this stance being less bass heavy to keep a more balanced mix.

Simplicity (Dark Dub)
Deep throaty bass drawls spilled over crispy snares and indescribable glitch
manifestations. In line with Ross’s current style the sound montage
gradually thickens and until a distorted acid squeal takes us into a
breakdown where a tonal feeling feeds back to the pounding beats.

Simplicity (Divergence Dub)
Cut back in length for faster progressions and with a more percussive
breakdown that keeps the bass growl. This version is snappier and thus
would fit in a more quick-fire techno set.

Simplicity (Twisted Crush Mix)
You can feel the thump and slap in this version! The techno percussions just layer in to create an awesome wall of
sound that then just slips into the intense breakdown. The tension rises as the “Twisted Crush Mix” erupts into the
second section. One for the deep crew.
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